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What is the future of mobile learning?
The momentum of mobile technology shows no signs of arrest.

2 billion people today use mobile technologies every day.
This immediately brings our focus on mobile learning and how it can be effectively used for corporate training. This depends on
the technological developments and the functionalities provided by technologies that allow to meet the needs of organizations
and online students.

With the gradual withdrawal of the Baby Boomers and Gen-X and the entry or stabilization in the world of Millennial and
Gen-Z (i.e. the largest users of mobile technologies), it is better to make sure that their training tools can easily connect to
mobile technology (in other words, that they can make content easily accessible through mobile devices).

Here are 10 statistics that show that moving to learning on mobile devices will be the main component to guide your activities in
the future.

64% of students consider it essential to access their training content from a mobile device [ Towards Maturity]• 
43% of students achieve improvement in productivity levels compared to non-mobile users [Towards Maturity]• 
89% of smartphone users download apps, 50% of which is used for learning [Towards Maturity]• 
46% of students use mobile learning before going to bed at night [ Learner Events]• 
The number of users who use mobile only devices (27%) has grown, now exceeding users who use desktop only (14%)
[Google].

• 

Mobile users will average between three and four personal devices each by the end of 2018 [ Global Mobile Market]• 
71% of Millennials claim to connect to training activities more with mobile learning than with desktop or formal
methods. [ Gallup]

• 

The average person spends 2 hours and 51 minutes on his smartphone every day, watching it for about 221 times and
tapping his screen more than 2,600 times. [ Dscout]

• 

65% of all digital media is displayed on smartphones [ Marketing Land]• 
Students who use smartphone training complete the course material 45% faster than those using a computer. [ Lynda]• 

Read the complete article...
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https://towardsmaturity.org/2016/02/01/in-focus-consumer-learner-at-work/
https://www.learnevents.com/blog/2015/03/17/20-facts-about-elearning-infographic/
https://newzoo.com/solutions/standard/market-forecasts/global-mobile-market-report/
https://news.gallup.com/poll/181289/majority-employees-not-engaged-despite-gains-2014.aspx
https://blog.dscout.com/mobile-touches
https://marketingland.com/mobile-now-accounts-nearly-70-digital-media-time-comscore-210094
https://cdn.lynda.com/cms/asset/text/lyndacom-whitepaper-mobile-learning-benefits-20151245042329.pdf
http://www.elearninglearning.com/edition/daily-analytics-roi-2018-08-15?open-article-id=8734951&article-title=10-stats-that-prove-mobile-learning-lives-up-to-the-hype&blog-domain=docebo.com&blog-title=docebo

